Model: CDD10R-E CDD12R-E

The super light Electric Walkie Stacker with small turning radius which is widely used in small warehouse and super market. Suit for low level stacking and short distance transportation.

Advantages:

- Back cover is integrated type design, easy to assemble and maintain.
- Use GEL battery free to maintain.
- Built in charger easy to access to power supply.
- Low gravity design, 4 point design, improve the trucks stability.
- This drive unit have small turning, the motor and brake is very easy to replace.
- Compact design and small dimensions, offer excellent visibility.
- The turning radius and aisle width is very small and which is similar with manual stacker.

Conforms to EN ISO3681-1 EN1175-1 EN16307-1

CURTS Tiller Head

Red Dot Design Award

4 point design, improve the trucks stability

Floor type drive wheel

Option: Initial lifting with double pallet function turn to P72

Super Compact

Hot Sale